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Welcome
This month has seen an explosion in local events. There are a
number of evening meetings for all sort of cars, our local meet
at Wray (better known for its scarecrow festival ).
Drive It day was well supported and has seen a new rally
emerge, based on St Georges Day, attract a huge number of
cars.
The Lakeland motor museum attracts great numbers of car
clubs and classic car owners generally at all times, this year it
was rather overwhelmed by the arrival of super cars, say no
more. At least one owners number plate HOR 1D summed up
my feelings, anyway it’s a broad church, each to their own.
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This month we have two events to report. Those of you who
open our mail will see the gathering sponsored by Rob Horton
looks to be a relaxed event, knowing Rob and Kate I am sure
that great fun will be had by all concerned, it's in my car
activities list.
The second event is reported by John Lawley, we are waiting
for details, if they are not to hand by Saturday we will send out
direct a news mail when we get them.
We also have an extract from an old magazine which we think
is of interest. We have split it into two parts with the second
being published next month.
Andy Gibbs
Andy Gibbs, Paul Smith and Richard Sanderson
April 2022
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Chairs Bits
It is amazing how time passes so quickly, we are now a third of the way through 2022 and we
are starting to plan for the NEC Classic Car Show in November. It is great to hear members are
finding events for others to join them in attending so please do look at what is happening
locally and see if there is something you could promote as a good day for other members of the
Association.
The Association has applied for a stand again. I am so grateful to those members who stepped
up and allowed their cars to be used last year. Ian Polson’s restored 403 was a real joy to
behold. We are keen to see members cars on the stand showing off what is great about owning
these cars, so if you feel able to offer your car for display, do let John Tanner know.
A number of members have identified local events for members to attend in August so if you
have any thoughts about events for June, July or September do get in touch. Also, the
Association has been invited to join the Standard Car club for their International Weekend at
Cranfield in June, if you are interested please let us know.
In the meantime, keep enjoying your cars and the friendships membership of the Association
affords.
Mike Hallissey

Membership Matters
Welcome to New Members
Member
Number

Given
Name

Family
Name

E-Mail Address

Phone Number

Location

Cars

539

Bertie

Guard

bertieguard@gmail.com

07799418861

London

406

Note: If you have difficulties logging on to the BODA website don't hesitate to contact our
membership secretary Jane Smith at memsec@bristoloda.org
Jane Smith, Membership Secretary
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Bristol 401 1951 NTF 633 Chassis No. 1045 Update
I have tested the new wiring harness and all works well. At the front I have opted to connect the
fog lamps to the side light switch to use as daylight running lights. I have put amber LED bulbs in
the wing sidelights. At the rear I have put an amber LED in the reversing lamp holder and inserted
a white LED reversing light in the back of the casing. When indicating I can select with or without
semaphores. Both the demister and panel light rheostats were shot so I bought two new ones
and transferred the old spindles to these. I have had the brake shoes relined and with the
repainted back plates look the part. I am hoping they will also stop the car. I have finished fitting
new seat belts so I should be okay if the brakes don’t work.
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Bristol 401 1951 NTF 633 Chassis No. 1045 Update (contd.)
I have just finished refurbishing the leather trim. Apart from suffering from age, as we all do, it
had a couple of tears and had suffered some damage after being removed from the car prior to
my ownership. The driver’s door card was completely rotted. Because of all this there was no
option but to restore the leather trim. It was a long job but I am pleased with the results.

Both Bill and Andy have continued to be a great help with parts and clarifying what goes where.
By 2nd May the car will have gone for painting.
Clive Perry
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Pegasus Parts News
New windscreen and rear screen seals for Bristol models
406,407,408,409,410 and 411
Pegasus parts have made a brand new EPDM seal from a new extrusion die. For a long time,
buying good new seals has been difficult. When I needed new seals for my 411 back in year 2000,
the first batch sent would not fit at all. It took several weeks to have other seals sent. These did
fit but within 2 years, they had split at the corners. There is a lot of smoke and mirrors in extruded
products. There are several companies with wonderful catalogues none of whom actually make
what they sell.
Over the last 60 years, several actual extrusion companies have made dies for our seals. Some
dies clearly not right. These companies do not know what they are making seals for and dies have
been lost in their huge stocks of pieces of metal to fit their extrusion machines. Seals are not
made of rubber but Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer, EPDM for short. This material must be
blended for its purpose, hardness, flexibility, resistance to ageing and must be absolutely right.
John Lawley did a lot of very good work to have new seals made. I inherited a selection of good
and bad seals to work with. Finding a company to make our seals was difficult but there is one
here in the North of England near where I live. They already make a host of seals for classic cars
such as BMC mini, minor, Triumph, Ford, Aston Martin, TVR so they know exactly the right EPDM
required. I clicked with the owner of this long established company. They made a die for our seal,
produced a small run of seal which was sent out for trial. Modifications were made to the die to
increase the lip length for holding the chrome covering trim. I was chased by them to reply about
making the actual production run. They had made the mix of EPDM for my rubber and it had to
be used straight away.
There is real knowledge making good extrusions. When I collected the product run, 200 metres,
I asked to see the die from which it was made. The answer was a civil but firm NO.
Pegasus have since April 2021 sold seals for 20 screens to 9 different members. One particular
trade member has fitted seals to 10 screens. There have been no complaints. The price is less
than any other.
Bill Lawson
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Continental Spares for Type 401 Car
When I read the piece about the Pegasus Spares kit in the last Newsletter I thought you might be
interested in the one I have. A neighbour of mine, who has quite a few cars asked me if I’d be
interested in this box of spares he had. I have to say I was delighted, such a find, as many parts
are original in their original packing papers.
It seems these boxes were put together by the factory for owners to take when venturing abroad.
Items include:
• Gaskets Valve Springs
• Cylinder Head Gasket Cylinder Head Nuts
• Inlet Valve Water Pump Bearings
• Exhaust Valve Condensor
• Comprehensive set of bulbs Lucas Coil
• Spark plugs Oil Filter
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CONTINENTAL SPARES FOR TYPE 401 CAR (contd.)

Guy Ferrington
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Events
South East Region
The next Bristol gathering at The Bletchingley Arms will take place on the 28th May from 9am
until 11.30am. This time a Saturday morning has been chosen because The Bletchingley Arms will
serve breakfast on a Saturday (they only serve drinks on a Sunday morning).
At the February gathering eleven Bristols turned up despite the inclement weather. I think we
can expect at least double that number in late May.
If you would like to attend please contact me at my email address. Also feel free to contact me if
you have any questions or suggestions.
Ian Dixon Potter
South East Region Coordinator

Ireland Region
We are pleased to announce the following two events for the BODA Ireland Region
•
•

Saturday 7th May at 11.30am. Starting with a visit to my house and garage (eircode
R56DF44) near Kilcullen and then a drive to Burtown House and gardens for lunch at 2pm.
Sunday 15th May at 10.30am. Our local Blessington Car Club's Spring Rally from
Rusborough House, Co Wicklow, meeting up at 10.30am for a drive through Wicklow and
Kildare finishing up mid-afternoon.

I look forward to seeing you at these two events. Please contact me at my email if you wish to
attend so I can get an idea of numbers
Keith Pearson
Ireland Region Coordinator
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Events (contd.)
Challengers Motoring Event, Sunday 12 June
This year the event is starting at Frank Dale & Stepsons in Camberly (GU15 3BN), where guests
participating in the drive will have the pleasure of touring the world’s oldest independent Rolls-Royce
and Bentley workshop while enjoying light refreshments. You will then navigate the bespoke route
through the gorgeous countryside using the printed guide, with the drive ending at a very special,
private motor museum. The museum only opens a few times a year exclusively for charity events, so
don’t miss your chance to see this incredible collection!
The event is run by Challengers which is a small charity providing play and leisure for disabled
young people. 100% of the proceeds from this event, including all ticket sales, supports the cause.
The event usually raises an incredible £10,000!
More details and tickets can be obtained from the Challengers website.

The Three Graces,
an Article by L J K Setright in Old Motor from March/April 1974 (Part 1)
Copyright Disclaimer
All efforts have been made to establish as appropriate copyright on articles and images used in this
publication and written consent of the owners for use secured. However, at the time of publication, we
have been unable to establish copyright ownership for some images used, despite reasonable and
proportionate efforts so to do.
For those images, we assume that either copyright has expired, or that the authors of those images died
70 years or more before the beginning of the calendar year in which this book is published. Accordingly,
we rely on Section 57 of the Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act 1988 for use of these works in this
publication.
Please contact the publishers should you believe that you have copyright in any of the images used in this
publication.

The article will be published in two parts. The second part will appear next month.
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Part 1
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To be continued in next issue
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Newsletter Club contacts
BODA Events
Andy Gibbs

andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com

07739 461086

smithpng@yahoo.co.uk
andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com
home@rmsanderson.de

07850 789392
07739 461086
0049 4167 92012

wamlawson@ntlworld.com

01642 317236

mikehallissey@icloud.com

07973 214569

smithjuk@yahoo.co.uk

07962 209353

stefancembrowicz@gmail.com

07768 295084

home@rmsanderson.de

+49416792012

rw140356@gmail.com

07931 570514

geoffkingston15@btinternet.com

01348 874642

BODA Newsletter Editors
Paul Smith
Andy Gibbs
Richard Sanderson

Pegasus Spares co-ordinator
Bill Lawson

BODA Committee Chair
Mike Hallissey

BODA Membership Secretary
Jane Smith

Bristol Owners Heritage Trust
Dr Stefan Cembrowicz

BODA Website Manager
Richard Sanderson

BODAcious Editor
Richard Baines

BODA Technical support
Geoff Kingston

Regional Coordinators
South East
South West
Ireland

Ian Dixon Potter
John Lawley
Keith Pearson

xkeidp@gmail.com
lawleyjr@yahoo.co.uk
keithpearson1913@gmail.com
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